Correspondence
A Recursive Partitioning Decision Rule for space is relatively expensive computationally. Techniques for using the Nonparametric Classification full training sample to extract a subset of points with relatively high discrimination information have been proposed [5] , [61. The k-nearest neighbor rule is then applied to this reduced subset.
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Another problem with the decision rules discussed above (as well as Abstract-A new criterion for deriving a recursive partitioning almost all others) is that they lack an invariance that is intrinsic to the decision rule for nonparametric classification is presented. The classification problem, namely, invariance under all strictly monotone transformations of the feature axes. The maximal invariants are the criterion is both conceptually and computationally simple, and can coordinatewise ordered population levels of the training sets. Unfortube shown to have strong statistical merit. The resulting decision nately, the performance of these decision rules can depend greatly on the rule is asymptotically Bayes' risk efficient. The notion of adaptively choice of a particular transformation. Feature subset selection and choice generated features is introduced and methods are presented for of metric are examples of trying to find good linear transformations. The dealing with missing features in both training and test vectors.
optimum transformation, however, may not be linear. For example, a metric that is good in one region of the feature space may not be good in Index Terms-Adaptively generated -features, Kolmogorov-another. A feature subset that contains a great deal of discriminating Smirnoff distance, nonparametric classification, recursive parti-information in some regions of the space may contain little or none in tioning.
other regions. Discovering the best nonlinear transformation of the feature axes for a particular decision rule and training data sample is a difficult problem and no general solutions have yet been proposed. An alternate approach is to design the decision rule so that it contains INTRODUCTION the desired invariance properties. Anderson [71 presents decision rules In many classification problems, the underlying class conditional based on statistically equivalent blocks or distribution free tolerance probability densities are either partially or completely unknown. Con-regions. These rules partition the multivariate feature space on the basis sequently, the classification logic must be designed from information of a set of prespecified functions. Although these rules possess the desired measured from representative samples drawn from each class. The invariance and can be shown to be asymptotically Bayes' risk efficient, nonparametric classification problem may be stated in the following they may be no more useful than random assignment for moderate sample manner. A random p-dimensional vector of observed features X is sizes. thought to belong to one of M populations, lr,1rX2 *. X 1M characterized The nonparametric decision rules that have received the most attention of partitions, their location, and the particular feature used for the parare the k-nearest neighbor decision rules firat introduced by Fix and titioning is decided, using a heuristic measure of the misclassification rate
Hodges [1] , [2] . The training samples from the M populations are com-based on the training sample identities. These decision rules maintain bined into a single population with each vector tagged as to the class from the desired invariance to all monotone transformations of the features.
which it originated. The k closest training vectors to ±(with respect to Although asymptotic results are not available concerning their Bayes' a specified distance function and metric) are located, and X is assigned risk efficiency, empirical evidence and common sense indicate that they to the class with the largest representation in this set. These authors in-can perform well with moderate training sample sizes. show that for the extreme case of k = 1 (nearest neighbor decision rule), probability densities [10] . Computationally, the procedure is quite fast the asymptotic probability of misclassification is bounded from above both in the training and classification stages. Methods for using vectors by R*[2 -MR*/(M -1)1 where R* is the Bayes probability of mis-with missing coordinates in both training and classification are preclassification.
sented. Despite their desirable statistical properties and intuitive appeal, the k-nearest neighbor decision rules have not found widespread application RECURSIVE PARTITIONING to classification problems. This is due, mainly, to their computational complexity. Although considerable progress has been made recently in Consider first the simplest case of only two classes (M = 2). The decithis regard [41, finding the nearest neighbors to a point in p-dimensional sion rule for the multiclass problem will be seen below to be a natural extension of the two-class rule. Let fs(i) and f2(i) represent the (unknown) probability density functions of the two classes and F1(i) and Maucitreceived April 8, 1975 ; revised January 21, 1976. This work was F2(X) their corresponding cumulative distributions. Assume that the MauscoritebyteUSERAudrCnrcAT035.
losses for misclassification are '1 and '2, respectively, and 7r1 and In2 are
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Extensions to the general case are straightforward [10] .
Suppose for the moment Fi(x) and F2(x) are known univariate dis-
tributions. Stoller [11] shows that if one were to cut the real line at a point, assigning the left region to one class and the right to the other, the point where the *r are the eigenvectors associated with the largest several ei- which the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff distance between the two marginal class distributions is greatest. As with the univariate case, one could apply the partitioning recursively to each subpopulation until it meets a terminal TERMINAL CRITERIA criterion, at which time it is assigned to one of the two classes. Here n is the cardinality of the subsample under When the probability densities do overlap, the optimal Bayes' decision consideration.
rule does not correctly classy all ofte training vectors. Since the pur-A nonparametric recursive partitioning algorithm for two-class dis-pose of the nonparametric procedure is to use the training sample to escrimination can proceed as follows. If the subsample meets the terminal timate as closely as possible the Bayes' decision boundary, requiring it criterion, it is assigned to one of the two classes. Otherwise, the Kolmo-to correctly classify all of the training vectors would degrade its perforgorov-Smirnoff distance between the empirical marginal distributions mance in overlap situations.
Of the two classes,
The class assignment of terminal cells is made on the basis of the estimated density ratio f1/f2 within the cell. The cardinality of the sub-
sample within each cell should be large enough to provide a reasonable Xi7 X j estimate of this density ratio. Thus, the partitioning of a cell should is evaluated for each feature j in turn and the one for which D(x;) is terminate whenever it cannot be further partitioned in a way that ensures largest is chosen as the one to be cut. That is, at least k subsamples remaining in each of the two daughter cells. Here k is a preset absolute minimum subsample size for all terminal cells. Also,
. (5) the maximum for the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff distance (1) should be sought in the restricted range Xk+1 < x < x, 1 so that no cell can be created with The location of the cut is taken to be xj*. less than k subsamples. Since the partitioning procedure deals only with marginal distributions, The minimum cell sample size k is a parameter of the algorithm. The there is nothing that restricts it to the p-original features. Based on his best choice for its value is problem dependent. It should increase with knowledge of the problem, the researcher can manufacture new or increasing total sample size N, more slowly than N. Gordon and Olshen transgenerated [8] features that are general functions of the original [10] prove that the recursive partitioning procedure described in this features. At each stage in the partitioning, the feature for which D(x) correspondence is asymptotically Bayes' risk efficient provided is largest will be chosen. This maximization can be performed over all N-N N-X (9 Features containing little or no discriminating information are simply A method is described below for estimating the best value of k for a ignored so that there is no loss in adding any number of extra transgen-particular problem from the training sample itself. erated features. However, there is a great deal to be gained if one or several of these transgenerated features yield good discrimination for some IMPLEMENTATION of the partitioned subsamples. It is not necessary that these additional features be manufactured in advance of the partitioning. They can be Meisel and Michalopoulous [9] note that any partitioning of a coorconstructed as the partitioning progresses, and made dependent upon dinate space can be represented by a binary tree. They develop dynamic the particular subsample to which they are applied. For example, one programming techniques for constructing the particular tree that tends might add the feature set to minimize the average number of comparisons required to arrive at a terminal cell. Their techniques can be applied to the partitioning that those vectors missing that coordinate are included in both descendent results from the algorithm described here. subsamples. Because the partitioning in this algorithm is binary at each stage, it Transgenerated or adaptive features are functions of the original is possible to directly build a representative binary tree as the partitioning measured features. One or several missing original features can cause progresses. A subsample at any stage in the partitioning is represented many transgenerated or adaptive features to be uncalculable. If a great by a node of the tree. The root of the tree represents the entire training many partitioned features turn out to be of this manufactured type, sample. The two sons of each nonterminal node represent the two sub-simply taking both branches at each one encountered may discard too samples defined by its partitioning. The terminal nodes of the tree rep-much discriminating information. An alternative at each such node would resent the terminal cells.'Each nonterminal node must store the feature be to substitute for the missing original feature, a nominal value (for number and split point used in its partitioning, as well as pointers to its example, the mean) taken from the training sample represented by that two sons. If the feature used for splitting was adaptively generated from node. Restricting the subsample to only that represented by the particthe subsample itself, then the parameters for generating the feature must ular node in question, allows any dependencies that may exist in the be stored. Each terminal node stores the number of training vectors from training data between the measured features, to be used to advantage each class contained in its corresponding terminal cell.
in estimating a nominal value for the missing feature.
CLASSIFICATION RULE LIMITATIONS AND EXTENSIONS
The rule for classifying a test vector is simply to assign it to the class There is an intrinsic limitation to the recursive partitioning described that the partitioning algorithm has assigned to the cell in which it lies. above (as well as those [8] and [9] ). This limitation is a direct consequence With the binary tree representation of the partitioning, this can be ac-of the fact that information from marginal distributions only is used to complished easily and quickly. Starting at the root, the test vector is di-drive the partitioning. Although they are unlikely to be encountered in rected down the tree until it arrives at a terminal node. If the terminal practice, there are special situations in which this limitation can adversely node represents a unique class, the test vector is assigned to that class. affect the performance of the decision rule. If the node represents mixed classes, then the test vector is assigned to The general partitioning problem at a particular node in the decision the class with majority representation. While descending the tree, the tree can be described as follows. Given 1) the particular set of partitions decision to go left or right at each nonterminal node is made as fol-that lead to the node (i.e., those defined on the path to it from the root) lows:
and 2) all possible subsequent partitionings in the subtree below it, choose if xj* < x*, go to left son, the best feature and location for the cut at that particular node. The reelse go to right son.
cursive partitioning algorithm described above uses the information only else go to right son., from part 1). That is, it makes the best possible cut at each node (given Here j* is the partitioned feature (original, transgenerated, or adaptive) the cuts leading to the subsample represented-by the node) assuming that and x;* the corresponding split point stored at the node.
its two sons will be terminal. The procedure does not "lookahead" to all possible sequences of cuts choosing the first of the best sequence [12] .
MULTICLASS DISCRIMINATION
Thus, the resulting feature space partitioning is clearly suboptimal in a statistical sense. A straightforward extension of this technique to multiclass problems A complete lookahead is not computationally feasible, even for very is to treat an M-class problem as a series of two-class problems. For each small sample sizes. However, a restricted L-level lookahead might be two-class problem, a recursive partitioning is performed to separate one feasible for small to moderate training sample sizes. In this mode, each of the class populations i from all of the others. In each terminal cell of feature is provisionally cut as if it were the one with the maximum Koleach tree, the number of training vectors Ci of the particular class to be mogorov-Smirnoff distance. Each set of daughter subsamples are also separated, and the number Oi corresponding to the other classes are each provisionally cut along all of the features in the same manner, and stored. A test vector to be classified is directed down all M decision trees so on. The provisional partitioning is continued for L-levels or until nodes to M corresponding terminal cells. The test vector is assigned to the class become terminal. All of the resulting partitioning sequences are evaluated i for which Cj -Oj is maximum over these M cells.
and the best one is identified. (For p features, pL+ 1 iS an upper limit on Although it might appear that this procedure increases the complexity the number of such sequences.) The original cut that leads to the best of the decision rule by a factor of M, this is not the case. For each of the sequence is the one chosen. This L-level lookahead is restricted in that M decision trees, the object is to separate a single class i from all of the it looks for the best sequence of cutting features, but does not optimize others. Partitioning will occur only near the decision boundaries of class with respect to cut locations. Each provisional cut is made at that point i. Training vectors from other classes not near the boundary will quickly which maximizes the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff distance. Computational be assigned to large cells containing no class i vectors during the very early considerations usually restrict L to be a very small number. Also, except stages of partitioning, and thus are removed from consideration in the in unusual situations, very little decrease in expected error rate is oblater stages. Only those nonclass i vectors near the class i boundary tained by increasing L.
participate significantly in the partitioning of the feature space for each class i decision tree.
COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

MISSING FEATURES
Computationally, the partitioning procedure described in the previous sections is quite fast, both in the training and classification stages. The This decision rule can easily accommodate missing features in the test computational requirements depend upon the minimum cell subsample vectors as well as the training vectors. Missing features in a vector to be size k and lookahead level L employed, as well as the separability of the classified cause problems only if a feature that is not present is used for class populations. When the underlying class probabilities overlap very partitioning at a node on the path from the root to its terminal node. If little and the decison boundary between them is relatively simple, the this does not happen, then the vector will arrive at a unique cell in each algorithm can quickly construct large cells containing training vectors decision tree and be classified in the usual way. If a node is encountered from a single class. This considerably reduces the number of nodes in the in which the discriminating coordinate is missing, then a decision as to decision tree. which branch to take cannot be made, and the point is directed down both A worst case occurs when there is no difference between the class branches. This causes the test vector to ultimately appear in several probability densities. In this case, the partitioning algorithm constructs terminal cells in each tree. The number of cells in which it will appear in a random binary tree. Although no discrimination is possible in this siteach tree is one more than the number of ambiguous nodes it encounters. uation, we can use it to estimate an upper bound on the average compuThe vector is assigned to the class with the largest representation in the tation. It is well known that the average computation required to build union of these cells. a random binary tree is proportioned to W(N) log n, while the average Training vectors with missing features are handled similarly. Those search requires computation proportional to log n. Here n is the number vectors with their jth coordinate missing, simply do not participate in of nodes in the tree and W(N) is the computation associated with each evaluation of the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff distance for that coordinate. If level in the tree. The number of nodes in the tree is N/k. Because sorting the jth coordinate turns out to be the one chosen for partitioning, then is required for each marginal distribution, the computation required at 
considerations usually restrict L to a very small value (for example zero).
As discussed above, very little is gained by increasing the level of lookahead, except in special situations. One strategy would be to invoke a
lookahead only at those nodes in the decision tree where none of the single k marginal distributions provide adequate increase in discrimination. For
The average computan tthese cases, it could be that the best pair (or perhaps triple) might provide
The average computation to descend the tree for classification of a test vector is simply proportional to log (N/k )*1 These calculations are quite a substantial increase over that of the best single feature.
vetoismpyroorioalto k.1 T e c n aThe optimum value for k is problem dependent. Experience has incrude and represent the average computation only for a worst case, dicated that the performance of the decision rule is not particularly namely, maximal overlap of the underlying probability densities. They The principal difference between the recursive partitioning algorithm resulting decision rule and the number of errors are recorded. This prodescribed here and earlier ones [8] , [9] is the use of the Kolmogorov-cedure is repeated WN/m] times, each with a different set of deleted Smirnoff criterion for selecting both the feature and location for the cut vectors. The error rate averaged over all of these trials is an estimate of at each stage in the partitioning. This criterion is both conceptually and the error rate for the decision rule. The value of k can be adjusted to computationally simple, and can be shown to have strong statistical merit minimize this estimated error rate [11] . 1 If, during the descent, a substantial number of nodes are encountered that cut A. Two-Class Spherical Discrimination on adaptive features, the computation is increased by the time required to compute I hspolm h rbblt est ucino n ls oua the features at each of these nodes.
I hspolm h rbblt est ucino n ls oua 2 As a point of reference, the computation required to perform the recursive tion completely surrounds that of the other. The first four features of the partitioning for the example in Table I (p = 10, N = 1000, k =10, and L = 0) was first population are distributed uniformly within a four-dimensional 3.2 CPU's. See footnote 3 for computational details.
spherical slab centered at the origin with inner radius 3.5 and outer radius This example consists of seven populations, each normally distributed Index Terms-Digital image processing, feature extraction, in six dimensions with unit covariance matrix. Each distribution is located pattern recognition, smoothing algorithms, texture analysis. at a different vertex of a six-dimensional regular simplex and separated by a distance of four. A training sample size of 500 was used for each class. The asymptotic Bayes' error rate for this example is 9.6 percent. The I. INTRODUCTION results are shown in Table II .
Although these examples were constructed to be difficult, the recursive
The use of texture information in pattern recognition applications is partitioning decision rule is seen to have comparable error rate to nearest increasing. Some objects are best described by means of their texture. neighbor discrimination, while requiring substantially less computational These texture analysis problems are found in such diverse areas as bioresources.
medical imagery [11, industrial monitoring of product quality (such as a steel mill) [2] , and in high altitude aircraft and satellite imagery (such as geoscience textures formed by drainage patterns in different rock ACKNOWLEDGMENT types) [3] . Several researchers have described algorithms for texture analysis using both strictly statistical measures and heuristic techniques [4] - [9] . These Many of the ideas presented here were inspired in discussions with techniques are generally computationally demanding and/or work only Richard A. Olshen and Charles T. Zahn, Jr.
for limited conditions such as constant illumination and size, well defined edges, and uniform coarseness. A new technique is described here which is computationally simple and appears to be as accurate as the more
